On Charles Vest’s first day as MIT President, Vice President Constantine Simonides ’57 arrived early to open his office. The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.” The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.” Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”

On a windy winter night, students gathered buckets of snow and filled the dorm’s shower stalls. They then opened the windows and turned on the shower, creating a hazy, simulated blizzard. They then called the MIT Police, who arrived to find the dorm covered in snow. The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”

After a Lambda Chi Alpha headmaster grew tired of the boring half-mile walk across the Harvard Bridge, he invited the “bored” students to participate in an informal hacking competition. The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”

Students somehow transported a live cow to the roof of the six-story Class of 1893 Dormitory (now East Campus dorm). The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”

The inscription etched in stone in Lobby 7 reads, “Established for Advancement and Development of Science its Application.” The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”

In the early 1940s, Harvard celebrity guests were the subject of periodic “kidnappings.” The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”

On the final day of spring classes, an MIT Campus Police Cruiser—complete with flashing lights—appeared on the top of the great dome. The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”

On the top of the great dome, a Wiccan wedding was held between two MIT alumni. The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”

On the same night, hackers gathered behind a screen and simulated a game of Tetris. The hack, which only lasted a few hours, was covered by the Associated Press and received national and global television coverage. Police officer, a box of donuts, a campus parking ticket, and the license plate number “IHTFP.”
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